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ONVERSION FROM MILD COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT TO ALZHEIMER’S
ISEASE IS PREDICTED BY SOURCES AND COHERENCE OF BRAIN

LECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY RHYTHMS
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bstract—Objective. Can quantitative electroencephalogra-
hy (EEG) predict the conversion from mild cognitive impair-
ent (MCI) to Alzheimer’s disease (AD)?

Methods. Sixty-nine subjects fulfilling criteria for MCI
ere enrolled; cortical connectivity (spectral coherence) and

low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography) sources
f EEG rhythms (��2– 4 Hz; ��4 – 8 Hz; � 1�8 –10.5 Hz;
2�10.5–13 Hz: � 1�13–20 Hz; � 2�20–30 Hz; and ��30–40)
ere evaluated at baseline (time of MCI diagnosis) and follow
p (about 14 months later). At follow-up, 45 subjects were still
CI (MCI Stable) and 24 subjects were converted to AD (MCI
onverted).

Results. At baseline, fronto-parietal midline coherence as
ell as � (temporal), � (parietal, occipital and temporal), and
1 (central, parietal, occipital, temporal, limbic) sources were

tronger in MCI Converted than stable subjects (P<0.05). Cox
egression modeling showed low midline coherence and
eak temporal source associated with 10% annual rate AD
onversion, while this rate increased up to 40% and 60%
hen strong temporal � source and high midline � coherence
ere observed respectively.

Interpretation. Low-cost and diffuse computerized EEG
echniques are able to statistically predict MCI to AD
onversion. © 2006 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All
ights reserved.

ey words: mild cognitive impairment, dementia, Alzhei-
er’s disease, EEG, neurodegeneration, cognitive decline.
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bbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CI, confidence interval; EEG,
lectroencephalogram; HR, hazard ratio; IAF, individual alpha fre-
uency; LORETA, low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography;
CI, mild cognitive impairment; MCI Converted, mild cognitive impair-
ent subjects showing progression to clinically evident Alzheimer’s
isease; MCI Stable, mild cognitive impairment subjects remaining
table; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination; Nold, normal elderly;
p
CBF, regional cerebral blood flow; ROI, region of interest; S.E., stan-
ard error.
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ild cognitive impairment (MCI) is a state of the elderly
rain intermediate between normal cognition and demen-
ia, being mainly characterized by objective evidence of
emory impairment not yet encompassing the definition of
ementia (Petersen et al., 1995, 2001).

There is a growing consensus on the idea that MCI is
precursor of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Scheltens et al.,

002) based on the high rate of progression from this state
o AD (Petersen et al., 2001). Indeed, in normal aging
opulation annual conversion rate to AD ranges from
.17% to 3.86% (Petersen et al., 2001; Frisoni et al.,
004), while in MCI it is remarkably higher ranging be-
ween 6 and 40% in the different series (Petersen et al.,
001; Jack et al., 2005), while a significant percentage is
ot progressing into dementia at all (Petersen et al., 1995,
001).

In order to plan optimal therapeutic, organizational and
ehabilitative interventions for MCI, a reliable prognostic
ndicator on the likelihood of progression to dementia
ould be required. Along this line electroencephalogram

EEG) would be an ideal candidate to this issue, since it is
widely diffused, non-invasive and low-cost procedure.

A great deal of attention has been directed to electro-
hysiological substrate of AD and MCI, to evaluate the
transition” hypothesis of a linear progression from MCI to
ild AD. In mild AD, EEG rhythms differ from normal
lderly (Nold) and vascular dementia subjects, AD patients
eing characterized by excessive delta (0–4 Hz) and theta
4–7 Hz) rhythms, and a significant decrement of posterior
lpha (8–12 Hz) and beta (13–30 Hz) rhythms (Dierks et
l., 1993, 2000; Huang et al., 2000; Ponomareva et al.,
003; Jeong, 2004; Babiloni et al., 2004a, 2006e,f,g;
richep et al., 1994). These EEG abnormalities were as-
ociated with altered regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF)/
etabolism and with global cognitive function as evaluated
y Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Sloan et al.,
995; Rodriguez et al., 1998; Jeong, 2004). Furthermore,
arieto-temporal EEG rhythms and rCBF have been cor-
elated with severity of AD as expressed by MMSE score
Rodriguez et al., 1998). Furthermore, a prominent de-
rease of EEG spectral coherence at the alpha band in AD
as been reported (Jelic et al., 2000; Knott et al., 2000;
dler et al., 2003).

When compared with Nold subjects, MCI subjects
ave shown increase of theta (4–7 Hz) power (Zappoli et
l., 1995; Jelic et al., 1996) as well as decrease of alpha
ower (Zappoli et al., 1995; Jelic et al., 1996; Huang et al.,
000). In line with the “transition” hypothesis, these EEG

arameters have presented an intermediate magnitude in

ved.
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CI subjects with respect to those observed in Nold and
ementia patients (Elmstahl and Rosen, 1997; Huang et
l., 2000; Jelic et al., 2000). Of note, it should be remarked

hat these results just regard the use of linear approaches,
nd that further advancements have been obtained with
he use of non-linear approaches (for more details see
elevant reviews Jeong, 2004; Pereda et al., 2005).

It has been recently evidenced that EEG theta power
3.5–7.5 Hz) is higher in MCI subjects who will convert to
D compared with MCI subjects who will not. Logistic

egression provided an overall predictive accuracy of 90%
etween baseline EEG features and probability of future
ecline (Prichep et al., 2006). Furthermore, spectral EEG
oherence has shown to contribute to the classification of
D from Nold (Adler et al., 2003) and the conversion of
CI subjects to AD (Jelic et al., 2000). However, relatively

mall patients samples and quite long follow-up epochs
ave been taken into account; moreover, localization of
pectral EEG rhythms and cortico-cortical connectivity
ave never been previously jointly evaluated.

The aim of the present study was to investigate
hether combined analysis of EEG power and coherence
rovides early and reliable discrimination of MCI subjects
ho will convert to AD after a relatively brief follow-up;

esults are extremely encouraging.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

ubjects

ixty-nine MCI subjects were enrolled. A group of fifty age/sex-
atched Nold subjects was also recruited, in order to preliminarily

onfirm that MCI subjects presented the typical changes of the
EG rhythms. During a clinical follow-up of about 14 months 24
CI subjects—from now designed MCI Converted—showed pro-
ression to a clinically evident AD (according with the NINCDS-
DRDA criteria; McKhann et al., 1984). Instead, 45 MCI subjects

emained stable within that period (MCI Stable). Table 1 summa-
izes the demographic and clinical data of Nold, MCI Converted
nd MCI Stable subjects. Of note, benzodiazepines, antidepres-
ant and/or antihypertensive drugs were withdrawn for about 24 h
efore the EEG recordings. None of the subjects received any
holinergic therapy.

iagnostic criteria

nclusion criteria for MCI aimed at selecting elderly persons with
bjective cognitive deficits, especially in the memory domain, who
id not meet yet criteria for a diagnosis of dementia or AD (Pe-

ersen et al., 1995, 2001): i) objective memory impairment on
europsychological evaluation, as defined by performances �1.5
tandard deviation below the mean value of age- and education-
atched controls for a test battery including Busckhe-Fuld and
emory Rey tests; ii) normal activities of daily living; and iii) clinical
ementia rating score of 0.5. Exclusion criteria were: i) mild AD;

i) evidence of other concomitant dementia; iii) evidence of con-
omitant extrapyramidal symptoms; iv) clinical and indirect evi-
ence of depression as revealed by Geriatric Depression Scale
cores �13; v) other psychiatric diseases, epilepsy, drug addic-
ion, and vi) current or previous uncontrolled systemic diseases or
ecent traumatic brain injuries.

EG recordings

EG were recorded in resting, awake subjects (eyes-closed; 5

in; 0.3–70 Hz bandpass; 256 Hz sampling rate) from 19 AgCl m
up electrodes positioned on standardized scalp sites (Interna-
ional 10–20 System) in the research laboratories of three Italian
FaR Hospitals of Brescia (1) and Rome (2) (EEG machines:
Bneuro (Firenze, Italy) and Micromed (Treviso, Italy) systems).
o monitor eye movements, the electrooculogram (0.3–70 Hz
andpass) was simultaneously acquired. The EEG data were
nalyzed and fragmented off-line in 2 s consecutive epochs, those
ith ocular, muscular and other types of artifact being preliminarily

dentified and discarded by a computerized automatic procedure.
wo independent experimenters visually confirmed the EEG seg-
ents accepted for further analysis. Even if the type of EEG

ecording was identical to the one routinely employed within the
rame of a diagnostic procedure, since this was gathered in an
xperimental protocol, local institutional ethics committees ap-
roved the study. All experiments were performed with the in-
ormed and overt consent of each participant or caregiver, in line
ith the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Decla-

ation of Helsinki) and the standards established by the authors’
nstitutional review board.

A digital FFT-based power spectrum analysis (Welch tech-
ique, Hanning windowing function, no phase shift) computed
ower density of EEG rhythms with 0.5 Hz frequency resolution.
he following standard band frequencies were studied: delta (2–
Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha 1 (8–10.5 Hz), alpha 2 (10.5–13 Hz),
eta 1 (13–20 Hz), beta 2 (20–30 Hz), and gamma (30–40 Hz).
hese band frequencies were chosen according with previous
elevant EEG studies on dementia (Leuchter et al., 1993; Jelic et
l., 1996; Besthorn et al., 1997; Chiaramonti et al., 1997; Rodri-
uez et al., 1999a,b; Babiloni et al., 2004a, 2006d,e,f,g). That
hoice made the results of the present study directly comparable
ith those of previous field studies. Furthermore, sharing of a

requency bin by two contiguous bands is a widely accepted
rocedure (Leuchter et al., 1993; Cook and Leutcher, 1996; Jelic
t al., 1996; Besthorn et al., 1997; Nobili et al., 1998; Pucci et al.,
997; Kolev et al., 2002; Holschneider et al., 1999). As an addi-
ional advantage, this fits the theoretical consideration that near
EG rhythms may overlap at their frequency borders (Klimesch,
996, 1999; Klimesch et al., 1997, 1998; Babiloni et al., 2004b,
,d,e,f).

Choice of fixed EEG bands did not account for individual
lpha frequency (IAF) peak, defined as the frequency associated
ith the strongest EEG power at the extended alpha range (Kli-
esch, 1999). However, this should not affect the results, since

able 1. Demographic and neuropsychological database of Nold and
CI subjects

haracteristic Nold MCI Stable MCI Converted

50 45 24
ge (y) 68.4 (�0.2 SE) 70 (�1.1 SE) 72.7 (�1.1 SE)
ducation (y) 9.2 (�0.5 SE) 7.3 (�0.6 SE) 9.7 (�1.1 SE)
ender (M/F) 22/28 16/29 12/12
MMSE 28.4 (�0.2 SE) 26.3 (�0.3 SE) 25.7 (�0.4 SE)

I MMSE — 26.1 (�0.3 SE) 21.7 (�0.7 SE)
2�T1 (mo) — 14.3 (�1 SE) 14.8 (�0.9 SE)
isease duration
(mo)

— 21 (�0.2 SE) 19.5 (�2.7 SE)

poc �4 — 36% 35%

MCI subjects were subdivided in two sub-groups: MCI Stable and
CI Converted during the follow-up period. Legend: T2–T1�for MCI
table, the interval between the last clinical control confirming the
ermanence in MCI condition (T2) and the date of EEG recording (T1);
2–T1�for MCI Converted, interval (months) between the date of
linical control showing conversion to AD (T2) and the date of EEG
ecording (T1); I MMSE�MMSE at T1; II MMSE�MMSE at T2.
ost of the subjects had IAF peaks within the alpha 1 band
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8–10.5 Hz). In particular, mean IAF peak was 9.2 Hz (�0.2
tandard error, S.E.) in Nold subjects and 9.1 Hz (�0.1 S.E.) in
CI subjects. In the two MCI subgroups, the mean IAF peak was
.7 Hz (�0.2 S.E.) in MCI Converted and 9.3 Hz (�0.2 S.E.) in
CI Stable. To control for the effect of IAF on the EEG compar-

sons between these two sub-groups, the IAF peak was used as a
ovariate (together with age and education) for further statistics.

ortical source analysis of EEG rhythms by low
esolution brain electromagnetic
omography (LORETA)

ORETA technique was used for the EEG source analysis as pro-
ided by a free-accessible, web-based method (http://www.unizh.ch/
eyinst/NewLORETA/LORETA01.htm; Pascual-Marqui and Mitchel,
994; Pascual-Marqui et al., 1999, 2002). LORETA is an EEG
unctional imaging technique belonging to a large family of linear
nverse solution and tomographic procedures (Valdes et al., 1998;
uchs et al., 2001; Pascual-Marqui et al., 2002; Sekihara et al.,
005), modeling 3-D distributions of EEG sources with compara-
le performances. LORETA technique computing 3-D linear solu-
ions (LORETA solutions) for the EEG inverse problem within a
hree-shell spherical head model (scalp, skull, and brain compart-
ents) was used for EEG rhythms source analysis (Pascual-
arqui et al., 2002). This compartment includes 2394 voxels

7 mm resolution), each one containing an equivalent current
ipole. In our studies, we preferred to use LORETA for two rea-
ons. Firstly, LORETA has been repeatedly used from data col-
ected by low spatial sampling of 10–20 system (19 electrodes,
sotani et al., 2001; Anderer et al., 2003; Veiga et al., 2003Ka-
asaki et al., 2004; Laufer and Pratt, 2003a,b; Babiloni et al.,
004a, 2006a). Secondly, several investigation of EEG rhythms in
hysiological and pathological aging used LORETA, so the results
f the present study could be put in a large framework of previous
vidence (Anderer et al., 2003; Dierks et al., 2000; Huang et al.,
002; Saletu et al., 2002; Babiloni et al., 2004a, 2006a). This
ource analysis is reference-free, in that one obtains the same
ource distribution for EEG data referenced to any electrode
ncluding common average. Solutions consist of voxel z-current
ensity values able to predict EEG spectral power density at scalp
lectrodes. To enhance the topographical results, LORETA cur-
ent density was normalized at each voxel for the power density
veraged across all frequencies (0.5–45 Hz) and voxels of the
rain volume. In line with the low spatial resolution of the tech-
ique, we collapsed LORETA solutions at frontal, central, tempo-
al, parietal, occipital, and limbic regions of the brain model coded
nto Talairach space.

EG coherence

EG coherence represents the covariance of the EEG spectral
ctivity at two electrode locations and can be considered as a
easure of temporal synchronization of the EEG signals recorded
t pairs of electrodes. These signals mainly reflect the oscillatory
endrite activity of the cortical pyramidal neurons, so ideally the
oherence estimates represent the temporal synchronization or
unctional coupling of the two cortical populations generating the
calp EEG data collected by the paired electrodes (Nunez, 1997).
n reality, the coherence estimates are affected by currents that
re volume conducted by remote EEG sources. Furthermore,
hese estimates are typically not zero in the case of absent cou-
ling; actually the value depends upon the number of epochs used

n the computation (Nunez et al., 1997). Finally, coherence anal-
sis just captures the linear component of the functional coupling
f the paired EEG oscillations when compared with modern non-

inear approaches (Stam et al., 2004, 2006; Babiloni et al., 2004c,
006c; Jeong 2004; Nolte et al., 2004; Nunez et al., 1997; Pereda
t al., 2005). However, despite the mentioned limitations, the

oherence analysis of EEG data is a basic tool available in prac- w
ically all digital EEG machines used for clinical applications. This
s why the analysis of EEG coherence is the most common

ethodological approach for the study of functional coupling of
EG oscillations in aging. Several studies have shown in clinically
vident AD abnormal linear coupling of EEG rhythms between
ortical regions, as revealed by spectral coherence (O’Connor et
l., 1979; Jelic et al., 1997; Locatelli et al., 1998; Wada et al.,
998a,b; Knott et al., 2000; Adler et al., 2003). The rationale for its
se is that functional cortical coupling is modulated by cholinergic
ystems (Xiang et al., 1998); AD is characterized by a disruption
f basal forebrain cholinergic inputs to cortex and hippocampus
Mesulam et al., 2004). Thus, a decrease of cortical EEG coher-
nce may be—among others—an early and reliable marker of AD.

Here, coherence was calculated by the following equation
Leocani and Comi, 1999; Pfurtscheller and Andrew, 1999),:

Cohxy�����Rxy����2� �fxy����2

fxx���fyy���
here f denotes the spectral estimate of two EEG signals x and y

or a given frequency bin (�). The numerator contains the cross-
pectrum for x and y (fxy), while the denominator contains the
espective autospectra for x (fxx) and y (fyy). This procedure
eturns a real number between 0 (no coherence) and 1 (max
oherence) at the fronto-parietal electrode pairs of interest (F3–
3, Fz–Pz, F4–P4 according with the international nomenclature;
abiloni et al., 2004b, 2006b).

It should be remarked that we did not measure the coherence
n the LORETA sources (taking into account at least in part head
olume conduction effects), since the software for this analysis
annot be downloaded by Internet up to date and, hence, is not
vailable for worldwide clinical centers. The use of homemade
oftware to do so would have raised the problem of dissemination
f the present results toward future extensive clinical applications.

tatistical analysis

egional normalized LORETA solutions and coherence values
rom MCI and Nold subjects were separately used as an input for
he ANOVA analyses. Subjects’ age, education and IAF peak
ere used as covariates. Mauchly’s test evaluated the sphericity
ssumption. Correction of the degrees of freedom was made with
he Greenhouse-Geisser procedure. Duncan test was used for
ost hoc comparisons (P�0.05).

The ANOVAs evaluated the working hypothesis, namely the
xistence of differences in the EEG source power and/or spectral
oherence between MCI Converted and MCI Stable subjects. The
old group was used as a control group. For the evaluation of the
EG power, the ANOVA used Group (Nold, MCI Stable, MCI
onverted), Band (delta, theta, alpha 1, alpha 2, beta 1, beta 2,
amma), and regions of interest—ROI—(central, frontal, parietal,
ccipital, temporal, limbic) as factors. For the evaluation of the
EG spectral coherence, the ANOVA included the factors Group

Nold, MCI Stable, MCI Converted), Band (delta, theta, alpha 1,
lpha 2, beta 1, beta 2, gamma), and electrodes Pair (F3–P3,
z–Pz, F4–P4).

In order to better understand the role of EEG parameters
ndicated by ANOVA in predicting MCI patients at high risk of
onverting to AD during follow-up, Cox proportional hazard model
as applied. All power data (with the exception of temporal delta)
enefited of log transformation, while all coherences were log
ransformed after changing the scale from the original 0-1-0-100.
he effects were measured in terms of hazard ratio (HR) with the
orresponding 95% confidence intervals (95% CI). Whenever the
5% CI did not include the value 1, a significant effect could be
ocumented with a bilateral alpha error at 0.05. After performing
ox regression with each independent variable entered as alone

“simple Cox regression”), multiple Cox regression was applied

ith the following criteria: a) age, education and baseline MMSE

http://www.unizh.ch/keyinst/NewLORETA/LORETA01.htm
http://www.unizh.ch/keyinst/NewLORETA/LORETA01.htm
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ere entered as “forced terms” b) only neurophysiological vari-
bles resulted significant with simple regression analysis were
ntered in the multiple regression and forward likelihood ratio
rocedure was chosen as selection method.

RESULTS

opography of EEG cortical sources

ig. 1 contains LORETA solutions’ average maps, model-
ng the distributed EEG sources for the examined rhythms
n Nold, MCI Stable, and MCI Converted groups. The Nold
roup presented alpha 1 sources with maximal values of
elative current density distributed in the parieto-occipital
egions. Delta, theta and alpha 2 sources had moderate
elative current density values when compared with alpha 1.
inally, beta 1, beta 2 and gamma sources were charac-

erized by lowest current density values. Compared with
he Nold group, MCI Stable group showed a significant
eduction of parieto-occipital alpha 1, along with a slight
eduction of occipital theta source strengths. With respect
o the Nold and MCI Stable, MCI Converted group showed
ntermediate magnitude of alpha 1 source and significantly
tronger delta source strengths. Finally, compared with
CI Stable, MCI Converted showed an increase of occip-

tal theta source.

tatistical analysis

NOVA analysis of EEG cortical sources showed a statis-
ical interaction (F(60,3480)�1.92; P�0.0001) among the
actors Group, Band, and ROI (Fig. 2 top). According to the

ig. 1. Grand average of LORETA solutions (i.e. normalized relative c
elta, theta, alpha 1, alpha 2, beta 1, beta 2, gamma bands in Nold,
orresponds to the left hemisphere. Color scale: all power estimates w

f occipital region in Nold). The maximal value of power is reported under each co
he reader is referred to the Web version of this article.
orking hypothesis, the planned Duncan post hoc testing
howed that parietal, occipital, and temporal alpha 1
ources had stronger amplitudes in the Nold compared
ith MCI Converted group (P�0.01) and in the MCI Con-
erted compared with MCI Stable (P�0.00001). Further-
ore, temporal delta sources and parietal, occipital and

emporal theta sources as well as central and limbic
lpha 1 sources were stronger in the MCI Converted vs.
CI Stable (P�0.03).

ANOVA analysis of EEG coherence showed a statisti-
al interaction (F(24,1392)�5.17; P�0.00001) among the
actors Group, Band, and Pair (Fig. 2 bottom). According to
he working hypothesis, differences between MCI Stable
nd MCI Converted, especially in the medial fronto-parietal
oupling have been found. Specifically, the fronto-parietal
oherence was higher in MCI Converted than in MCI Sta-
le patients.

Table 2 shows results of simple Cox regression ap-
lied to the EEG power and coherence indexes. Among
ORETA band-power solutions, only temporal delta pre-
icted speed and rate of AD conversion, with a HR of 1.635
hat was significantly �1 (P�0.040). Fronto-parietal co-
erence along midline electrodes (with the exception of
lpha 1) showed a clear effect on AD conversion, with high
oherence associated with unfavorable outcome. No evi-
ence of demographic (age and education) and baseline
ognitive status (baseline MMSE) effect was found. How-
ver, these variables were taken into account in the final
odel. The multiple Cox regression indicated that spectral
EG coherence for both the fastest (gamma) and the

nsity at the cortical voxels) modeling the distributed EEG sources for
ble and MCI Converted groups. The left side of the maps (top view)
ed based on the averaged maximum value (i.e. alpha 1 power value
urrent de
MCI Sta
ere scal
lumn. For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
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ig. 2. (Top) Grand average of the LORETA sources relative to the factors Group (Nold, MCI Stable, MCI Converted), Band (delta, theta, alpha 1,
lpha 2, beta 1, beta 2, gamma), and ROI (central, frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal, limbic). The ANOVA analysis among these factors showed
tatistically significant results (F(60,3480)�1.92; P�0.0001). (Bottom) Grand average of the coherence values relative to the factors Group (Nold, MCI
table and MCI Converted), Band (delta, theta, alpha 1, alpha 2, beta 1, beta 2, gamma), and electrodes PAIR (F3–P3, Fz–Pz, F4–P4 according to
nternational nomenclature). The ANOVA analysis among these factors showed statistically significant results (F(24,1392)�5.17; P�0.00001).
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lowest (delta) rhythms are heralding the rate of “MCI
onversion to AD.” Independently, an additional effect
ould be ascribed to temporal delta power.

The relatively small sample size of the present study,
he need to obtain reliable cutoffs of a validation from
ndependent samples and, more generally, the “disadvan-
ages of dichotomizing” (Royston and Sauerbrei, 2005)
ushed us to avoid the recoding of continuous predictors

nto categorical variables by grouping values into two or
ore categories. However, for a graphical representation
f the predictive ability of EEG, we tentatively dichoto-
ized our continuous neurophysiological parameters by
eans of smoothed ROC curves. This procedure indicated

hat the “optimal” cutoff was 2.57 for temporal delta
ORETA current density, 2.07 for Fz–Pz delta coherence
log) and 2.62 for Fz–Pz gamma coherence (log). The
urvival curves plotted in Fig. 3 (top) for each dichotomized
ariable are adjusted for the effect of the others (entered
s continuous variables). In Fig. 3 (bottom), annual rates
computed by means of the person-year method) of con-
ersion from MCI to AD are represented for each signifi-
ant neurophysiological parameter.

ontrol analyses

s reported above, the IAF peaks at baseline EEG record-
ngs were slightly different in three groups (9.2 Hz in Nold
ubjects, 8.7 in MCI Converted, and 9.3 in MCI Stable).
his raises the working hypothesis that future investiga-

ions should test this hypothesis of some further changes

able 2. Simple and multiple Cox regression for LORETA sources an

haracteristic Simple Cox regression

HR 95% CI for HR

Lower Uppe

ge 0.999 0.938 1.065
ducation 1.027 0.95 1.11
MSE 0.875 0.702 1.09

ORETA current density

emporal delta 1.635 1.024 2.612
arietal theta 1.169 0.89 1.536
ccipital theta 1.138 0.863 1.501
emporal theta 1.24 0.919 1.673
entral alpha 1 1.124 0.928 1.36
arietal alpha 1 1.085 0.967 1.217
ccipital alpha 1 1.049 0.951 1.158
emporal alpha 1 1.125 0.921 1.373
imbic alpha 1 1.197 0.939 1.526

oherence

z–Pz delta 2.447 1.367 4.381
z–Pz theta 2.114 1.287 3.473
z–Pz alpha 1 1.266 0.832 1.927
z–Pz alpha 2 1.861 1.107 3.13
z–Pz beta 1 2.429 1.347 4.381
z–Pz beta 2 2.428 1.435 4.111
z–Pz gamma 2.225 1.39 3.562
f the IAF at the follow-up in MCI subjects. To corroborate r
he use of IAF in future studies, here we performed a
ontrol analysis on the stability of IAF at relatively short-
erm in normal subjects. Resting EEG data (eyes closed)
ere recorded in 10 normal subjects at baseline and short-

erm follow up (after 5 days). The procedures of EEG data
ecording and analysis were those described in the Exper-
mental Procedures section. The ANOVA analysis used
AF as a dependent variable and the factor Session (base-
ine, follow-up). The results showed no statistically signifi-
ant difference (P�0.05). Fig. 4 shows the grand average
f regional LORETA solutions in these subjects at baseline
nd follow-up. It is noted that the regional LORETA solu-
ions were practically identical.

To evaluate the possible effect of log-transformation on
he ANOVA results, regional normalized LORETA solu-
ions and coherence values were subjected to such a
ransformation before the ANOVA analysis.

The ANOVA designs were equal to those using non-
og-transformed data. On one hand, the ANOVA analysis
f the LORETA sources showed a statistical interaction
F(60,3480)�1.43; P�0.017) among the factors Group,
and, and ROI. On the other hand, ANOVA analysis of
EGcoherenceshowedastatisticalinteraction(F(24,1392)�
.90; P�0.00001) among the factors Group, Band, and
air (Fig. 2 bottom). The statistical post hoc contrasts of

he two ANOVAs fully confirmed those obtained on the
on-log-transformed data.

Delta oscillations at the temporal lobe were an impor-
ant variable in the above final statistical model. For this

nce values

Multiple Cox regression

Sig. HR 95% CI for HR Sig.

Lower Upper

0.985 0.994 0.922 1.072 0.878
0.511 0.922 0.832 1.021 0.118
0.234 1.166 0.886 1.534 0.274

0.04 1.874 1.005 3.494 0.048
0.261
0.359
0.16
0.231
0.163
0.341
0.248
0.147

0.003 1.934 1.033 3.621 0.039
0.003
0.272
0.019
0.003
0.001
0.001 1.977 1.081 3.616 0.027
d cohere

r

eason, we performed a control analysis of inter-hemi-
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pheric EEG coherence at the paired temporal electrodes
i.e. T3–T4). The ANOVA analysis of the temporal EEG
oherence included the factors Group (Nold, MCI Stable,
CI Converted) and Band (delta, theta, alpha 1, alpha 2,
eta 1, beta 2, gamma). Results showed no statistically
ignificant interaction (F(6, 402)�.16877, P�0.98498) be-
ween the factors Group and Band. Fig. 5 illustrates for
llustrative purposes the means of the temporal EEG co-
erence for all frequency bands and groups. There are
light mean differences of these coherence values among
roups.

DISCUSSION

he novelty of the present study was the combination of
ORETA source and coherence analyses of EEG rhythms
o estimate the risk of conversion to AD in MCI patients
N�69). The important advantage of these techniques is

ig. 3. (Top) Survival curves describing the time to MCI to AD conver
ine�below, dashed line�above the estimated cutoffs: 2.57 for tempor
or Fz–Pz gamma log coherence). Of note, the progression to convers
amma). (Bottom) Annual rates computed by means of the person-yea
arameter.
he wide availability for all clinical units, which is a crucial (
spect toward the application to large MCI populations
orldwide. However, it should be remarked that coherence
nalysis presents some limitations in the modeling the
unctional coupling of EEG rhythms when compared with
ecent (less popular) linear and non-linear approaches
Stam et al., 2004, 2006; Babiloni et al., 2004c, 2006c;
unez et al., 1997).

The results of the present study showed that, during
clinical follow-up of about 14.8 months, 24 MCI sub-

ects showed progression to a clinically evident AD.
nstead, 45 MCI subjects remained stable within that
eriod. Therefore, the annual conversion rate to AD in
ur MCI group was of 28.2%, in line with previous evi-
ences showing an annual conversion rate comprised
etween 6 and 40% (Petersen et al., 2001; Jack et al.,
005). Concerning the EEG results, it is hereby demon-
trated for the first time that EEG sources for delta

function of dichotomized neurophysiological parameters (continuous
ORETA current density, 2.07 for Fz–Pz delta log coherence and 2.62
ter in patients with high temporal delta and high coherence (delta and
of conversion from MCI to AD for each significant neurophysiological
sion as a
al delta L
ion is fas
temporal areas), theta (parietal, occipital, temporal ar-
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as), and alpha 1 (central, parietal, occipital, temporal,
imbic areas) rhythms were significantly stronger in
hose MCI who rapidly progress to AD condition. Fur-

ig. 5. Grand average of the coherence values relative to the factors
roup (Nold, MCI Stable, MCI Converted), Band (delta, theta, alpha 1,
lpha 2, beta 1, beta 2, gamma), and electrodes PAIR (F3–P3, Fz–Pz,

ig. 4. Regional LORETA solutions (distributed EEG sources) relative
f 10 normal subjects. Of note, the group LORETA solutions of the tw
o
4–P4). The ANOVA analysis among these factors showed no statis-

ically significant results (P�0.05).
hermore, the EEG fronto-parietal coherence did also pro-
ide different results (higher at several frequency bands in
he right hemisphere; lower at the fronto-parietal midline) in
he MCI Converted vs. MCI Stable. These findings indicate
hat both spectral power and coherence of resting cortical
EG rhythms characterized MCI subjects who converted

o AD in a relatively short time.
Why do EEG power and coherence of cortical rhythms

iffer in MCI Converted vs. Stable subjects? And why are
ower (i.e. alpha) and coherence of physiological EEG
hythms higher in amplitude in MCI Converted than MCI
table subjects? The latter clearly sounds like a paradox,
ince one would expect that neurodegenerative processes
educe alpha rhythms and functional cortical connectivity
s revealed by spectral EEG coherence. Indeed, dominant
lpha rhythms and low-amplitude delta rhythms character-

ze a healthy wakeful brain ready to process information; a
ort of “reciprocal inhibition” between delta and alpha gen-
rators (Rossini et al., 1991; Brunia, 1999; Pfurtscheller
nd Lopes da Silva, 1999). In the case of brain arousal,
igh and low components of delta and alpha are blocked
nd replaced by fast oscillations (beta and gamma bands),
hich are mainly induced by forebrain (nucleus basalis)
holinergic inputs to hippocampus and cortex as well as by
halamocortical projections (Steriade, 2003). On the basis
f this theoretical framework, it can be speculated that MCI
onverted subjects are characterized by an impairment of

he cholinergic basal forebrain altering the mentioned
echanism of “reciprocal inhibition” between delta and
lpha rhythms. This would produce a pattern of EEG syn-
hronization, where the selectivity for frequency of EEG

G recording sessions performed one after 5 days the other in a group
ns were practically identical.
scillations as probed by spectral power and coherence is
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ost or severely affected. As a net result, there would be an
nselective increase in power and coherence across sev-
ral EEG bands in MCI Converted compared with MCI
table subjects. This hypothesis is in accordance with
revious evidence of unselective higher amplitude of delta
o alpha rhythms in AD patients who will not respond to
ong-term (one year) cholinergic therapy when compared
ith AD patients who will respond to it (Babiloni et al.,
006d).

Spatio-temporal characteristics of EEG rhythms con-
ain relevant information on neurodegenerative processes
nderlying AD. These processes start long before the pre-
entation of clinical symptoms (Davies et al., 1988) and are
robably contrasted for a long time by “plastic” reorgani-
ation of the surviving neuronal circuitries, toward a net
aintenance of function (Arendt et al., 1997; Babiloni et
l., 2000; Ferreri et al., 2003). It is worth reminding that, in

he MCI Converted subjects, the integrated analysis of
EG power and coherence provided reliable predictions of
CI to AD progression within a relatively short time-frame.

ndeed, Cox regression modeling demonstrated that low
emporal delta source and low gamma band coherence
long the fronto-parietal midline predicted around 10% of
nnual rate of conversion to AD (Fig. 3). Although this was

ust an explorative study, we could practically use informa-
ion provided by the dichotomization of temporal delta
ources, delta fronto-parietal coherence, and gamma
ronto-parietal coherence around certain cutoff points. The
rogression to AD conversion was predicted to be faster
cross about 1 year in individual MCI patients with delta
ources and fronto-parietal coherence higher than the
entioned cutoff points (see Results). These results ex-

end previous evidence gathered in relatively small patient
amples and for quite a long follow-up (Prichep et al.,
006) showing that logistic regression of EEG theta power
t the time of initial MCI diagnosis provides an overall
redictive accuracy of 90% of future decline toward AD at
follow-up epoch of 7–9 years.

CONCLUSION

n conclusion, the results of the present study suggest that
ow-cost and diffuse computerized EEG techniques (i.e.
ORETA and coherence analyses) might estimate the risk
or the progression to AD in MCI patients. At the present
tage of research, the current results refer to a too small
CI population to be considered as normative values.
owever, they clearly motivate the extension of the meth-
dological approach to a larger MCI population toward a
rue clinical application, namely periodic monitoring of the
isk of conversion to AD in MCI patients.
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